
Education

Polimi offered me great opportunities to 
learn interaction design, UX design in a 
practical way. I had the chance to work 
with real companies with real business 
goals and practice my design skills in a 

multi-disciplinary team.

Digital and Interaction Design

2018-2021

I studied product design in Bachelor's 
time. Learned sketching, modelling and 

rendering. In my junior year, I read books 
about interaction and service design 

and actively participated in design 
activities and competitions organized by 

various organizations to practice my 
design skills.

Product Design
2013-2017

Ciao, my name is Tao Zhu and I am currently working at Shopee Singapore as a full-time product 
designer. In Shopee, I am responsible for the consumer P2P transfer services and merchant payment 
modules (App/Web). Currently, the modules I am maintaining have served hundreds of millions of 
users in Southeast Asia and have shown significant growth from the latest front-end data. Besides, I 
also developed feasible product strategies and business goals and defined quantitative metrics to 
track the growth status of projects.

I'm a self-driven person. I have a good sense of humour, very sociable, and enjoy building close 
friendships with team members. The importance of efficient communication in the workplace has 
always been my personal belief. Asking questions, reporting problems, and listening feedback are my 
tricks to unite stakeholders and catalyze projects' success.
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TAO ZHU
UX/UI Designer & VR/AR Enthusiast
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Experience

Product Designer at Shopee (Full Time) Now
Shopee is a multinational technology company focused on e-
commerce and e-wallet service. I mainly working for ShopeePay 
products, in charge of P2P transfer, also Merchant App&Web 
services. Conduct design research, prototyping to help achieve 
business growing.

Erasmus+ VR Project (Thesis Work) 2021
In this project, I conducted my own research about digital 
humans in VR, the reseach focuses on: Creating a simple & 
musculoskeletal human model, Create VR scenes, Motion 
tracking, and hand tracking in VR, and exploiting raw tracking 
data to Opensim for biomechanical analysis.

UX Design at Agilent (Internship) 2020-2021 
The internship was held in Agilent Technologies, located in 
Germany. I joined the usability design center to help the 
consumable and software team analyze, design, and test 
laboratory workflows, mainly practicing prototyping and usability 
test skills.

VR Autonomous Vehicle (Student Project) 2020
In this project, A VR scenario was developed to explore the 
impact of HCI design on trust in autonomous cars. My works 
include Dashboard UI design, prototype, integration in Unity, and 
drafting structures for the publications.

Adobe Suite (PS, AE, XD), Balsamiq Wireframe, 
Sketch APP, Figma, Origami Studio, HTML&CSS



Unity 3D, Quest 2, Blender, Quixel Mixer, Arduino

2D& 3D Prototyping Tools
Double diamond model, IBM enterprise 
design thinking, Desk research, Design 
Ethnography, Moderated and Unmoderated 
usability test.

Design Methods

SkillsHobbies

Ham Radio DIYART HARDWARE

https://antoniozhu.com/portfolio/thesis-about-vr-motion-capture/
https://antoniozhu.com/portfolio/vr-autonomous-vehicle-scenario/

